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Note to readers
This background paper is a tool for non-governmental organisations (NGOs) working to counter the
rollback of human rights standards taking place in the name of counter-terrorism. The document
presents an alternative narrative, according to which security can only be protected if human rights
standards are properly implemented. It analyses two rights-violating counter-terrorism measures (mass
surveillance and ethnic profiling) and explains that these tools are ineffective and counter-productive.
In contrast, alternative counter-terrorism policies that are rights-compliant are effective to deliver
public safety. Although the paper concentrates on two counter-terrorism tools, the general argument
that human rights make societies safer can probably be applied to other rights-violating counter-terrorism measures. The paper provides NGOs with the strongest arguments and evidence available to
help them advocate in favour of human rights standards. All arguments have been substantiated with
reference to reliable (and, where appropriate, academic) sources so that readers can follow up and
adapt those points most pertinent for their own advocacy.
This paper does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the members of the Civil Liberties Union for
Europe.
The author would like to thank Natalija Bitiukova, Jelle Klaas, Eefje de Kroon, Doutje Lettinga,
Cristina de la Serna Sandoval, and Lydia Vicente for their feedback and comments on an earlier draft.
All errors remain my own.
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Executive summary
Governments pit security and human rights
against each other

Human rights advocates can win back public
opinion

Terrorist attacks in Europe have placed political leaders under intense pressure to take
measures to make the public feel safe. Governments have reacted by expanding the powers
of security services, including by authorising
mass surveillance and lowering the threshold
of proof required by security services to stop

Human rights organisations have had difficulty persuading the public to reject these unjustified limitations on their rights. To turn public
opinion, rights groups should alter their advocacy in three ways. First, the rights movement
needs a single overarching narrative that can
be advanced consistently by all those who ad-

“mass surveillance has never helped to
identify a terrorist suspect or prevent a
terrorist attack in the West”
vocate against the rollback of human rights in
the name of security. To date, organisations in
different human rights sectors (such as media
freedom, racial equality, digital rights, fair trial
rights, the freedoms of NGOs) have advanced
messages particular to their field of work. This
has led to the public receiving numerous disconnected pro-human rights messages, which
weakens the power of advocacy. Second, rights
advocates need to show that mass surveillance
and ethnic profiling are ineffective to combat terrorism and actually threaten security.
Third, rights advocates should increase the
value attached to privacy in public opinion.
Advocates working on privacy have generally
reaffirmed a narrow understanding of the concept as a personal right to hide secrets. In the
public mind, sacrificing personal secrecy is an

and search individuals or their property. In
several countries, stop and search powers have
been used mostly against (people perceived to
be) Muslims, which amounts to ethnic profiling. Although these measures violate human
rights law, governments argue that human
rights obstruct the work of security services
and should be subordinated to the goal of
security, because without security no one can
enjoy their human rights. The public appears
to have generally accepted or acquiesced to
this narrative.
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security services. Security services failed to
act in time for a variety of reasons. In some
cases, resource constraints meant that they
had to abandon targeted surveillance of a
suspect to deal with other priorities. In other
cases security services failed to communicate
internally or failed to act on information supplied by other governments. Mass surveillance
has become a lethal distraction and waste of
resources that is making it more difficult for
security services to use effective methods of
gathering intelligence that guarantee security.

acceptable price for the security they believe is
delivered by mass surveillance. Rather, privacy
advocates should develop a broader concept of
privacy and explain its collective benefits for
democracy.
Mass surveillance is useless to prevent terrorism and jeopardises public safety
The authorities argue that mass surveillance
provides vital intelligence to identify terrorist
suspects and prevent attacks. Research into the
contribution of mass surveillance programmes
in the USA finds that mass surveillance has
never helped to identify a terrorist suspect or
prevent a terrorist attack in the West.

A broader concept of privacy: mass surveillance is destroying democracy
As well as endangering our security, mass surveillance is also undermining democracy. A
large body of research from the disciplines of
social psychology and communications studies
proves that when human beings are in public
or feel they are being watched, we are reluctant
to express ideas and opinions that differ from
majority held opinions or social rules. Recent
studies and surveys also show that because
the public is now aware that governments use
mass surveillance, people tend to view phone
and internet communications as a public space
where they have no privacy.

Neither is mass surveillance (including data
retention) necessary for investigating crimes
after they have been committed. This is because the information that is usually of interest
to security services has long been collected by
internet and phone companies as part of their
normal business, including the location from
which calls are made or numbers dialled.
Mass surveillance requires financial and staff
resources to store, filter and analyse the information collected, and to follow up on potential
suspects flagged by this system. This means
that resources are being wasted on a policy
that does not improve security.

It seems that this tendency to conform to the
majority-held opinion and social rules is hardwired in humans. Historically, disagreement
with the majority may have led to expulsion
from the group or denial of resources resulting
in hardship or death. In experiments, when an
individual disagreed with the group this led to
reactions in parts of the brain associated with

In contrast, putting resources into more traditional targeted surveillance would have a big
impact on public safety. In the vast majority
of terrorist attacks in Europe since 9/11, some
or all of the perpetrators were known to the
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pain, while expressing agreement with the
group triggered the production of oxytocin,
also known as the ‘love’ hormone.

conform to existing opinions and rules is so
heavy that individuals are reluctant to admit
to entertaining potentially controversial ideas.

Without privacy, individuals are unable to
develop and spread ideas that might challenge
majority opinions and existing rules. There are
broadly two categories of people responsible
for the creation and spread of ideas. First,
opinion-shapers, who are so confident in their

Mass surveillance makes it much easier for the
authorities to monitor opinion-shapers. As a
result, opinion-shapers are more reluctant to
carry out their work because they feel that they
are more likely to be sanctioned in some way,
such as losing one’s job, being harassed, having
one’s property searched or losing funding. It
is well documented that the authorities have
used these tactics against politicians, activists,
NGOs, academics and journalists working on
issues including racial equality, human rights,
social justice, the anti-war and anti-nuclear
and environmentalist movements.

“In the vast majority of
terrorist attacks in Europe
since 9/11, some or all of the
perpetrators were known to
the security services”

Because a substantial proportion of the public
now views communication over phone or internet as being in the public sphere, individuals
are self-censoring their opinions and refraining
from using these technologies to communicate
or carry out research. In turn, this means that
they are unable to make informed decisions
over whether to accept or reject current opinions and rules or whether to approve or not of
their political leaders and their policies.

ideas that they are not put off by hostile or
sceptical majorities. Second, the rest of the
public, who are either convinced of, or go
along with, majority opinions and rules.
Those who shape public opinion (such as journalists, philosophers, politicians, academics,
or activists) require privacy to research, create
and test ideas or new information. Concepts
that are now widely accepted, such as racial
or gender equality, universal suffrage, the
sharing economy or environmentalism were
once considered outrageous by majority opinion. Unless opinion-shapers can evaluate and
refine their ideas in private, they will not be
confident enough to promote them in public.
In turn, members of the general public require
privacy to research and evaluate these ideas
and pieces of information and decide whether
they agree. Without privacy, the pressure to

Because mass surveillance makes it harder for
new opinions and rules to emerge, our societies
will find it difficult to adapt to new challenges, hold our leaders accountable or make good
quality decisions.
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Second, governments should invest in the
most common source of intelligence: the public. Community-oriented policing based on a
genuine respectful partnership can create trust
and personal relationships between law enforcement personnel and the community they
serve. This in turn creates an environment
where the public spontaneously offers intelligence to local police.

Ethnic profiling is ineffective and endangers
public safety
Examples of ethnic profiling in the sphere of
counter-terrorism can be found in Germany
(the ‘rasterfahndung’), the USA (special registration, travel bans targeting certain Muslim-majority countries) and, more recently,
France (in particular, property raids). There is
little evidence that these operations uncovered
terrorist activity. Ethnic profiling is inefficient
and increases the threat to security, for two
reasons. First, it creates a blind spot that is exploited by terrorist groups who simply deploy
individuals that do not belong to the suspect
minority group. Individuals involved in violent
extremism belong to a wide variety of nationalities and ethnicities, including an increasing
number of white Western converts. Second,
ethnic profiling makes minorities distrusting
and suspicious of security services, which
makes them less likely to cooperate with the
authorities and contributes to marginalisation,
which makes individuals more vulnerable to
radicalisation.

Third, security services should abandon ethnic
profiling in favour of behavioural profiling,
according to which individuals are targeted
only on the basis of objective evidence, such as
suspicious behaviour. In cases where security
services have replaced ethnic profiling with
behavioural profiling the overall number of
individuals stopped by police falls, the number
of suspects caught in searches rises, and the
proportion of ethnic minorities stopped, falls.
Governments can reduce radicalisation by
implementing their human rights obligations
Research shows that it is not possible to draw
up a profile of a typical violent extremist or to
predict who will resort to terrorism. However,
there is agreement around which factors make
people more vulnerable to radicalisation.

Intelligence-gathering measures that respect human rights are most effective
Instead of investing in mass surveillance governments should focus on effective methods
of collecting intelligence that comply with
human rights law. First, governments should
give security services more resources to carry
out targeted surveillance, while incorporating
judicial and parliamentary oversight to prevent
abuse.

First, the existence of intense anger or frustration caused by an actual or perceived injustice.
This can come from an experience of discrimination, marginalisation or exclusion - either
personal or vicariously on behalf of one’s
ethnic or religious group. These feelings can
also arise from perceived injustices committed
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suspects and to do so the authorities have to
monitor entire communities. This fuels feelings of suspicion and marginalisation among
minorities, which increases their vulnerability
to radicalisation and distrust towards the authorities.

against one’s group in other parts of the world,
such as the West’s involvement in armed conflict or collaboration with repressive regimes
in the Middle East. Second, the absence of a
strong sense of identity or sense of purpose,
which may arise because of inconsistencies between or dissociations from national, cultural
or religious identities or lack of education or
employment. Third, these factors create a ‘cognitive opening’ where the individual wishes to
correct these injustices and starts looking for
answers to explain why the world as they see

Instead, governments should address the
underlying factors that create the ‘cognitive
opening’ in the first place. This would significantly curtail the flow of individuals into
violent extremism. The authorities can achieve

“Without privacy, individuals are unable to
develop and spread ideas that might challenge
majority opinions and existing rules”
this by implementing their human rights obligations, both domestically (to promote equal
access to education, employment, health care
and non segregated housing) and during the
course of their international relations.

it is so unfair and how they might change it.
This opening is filled by extremist ideology
that twists religious teachings and provides
a ready-made narrative maintaining that an
evil, morally bankrupt West is repressing and
humiliating Muslims worldwide. Fourth, the
process through which this narrative is adopted by an individual, and through which the
moral taboos associated with killing innocents
break down, generally takes place in a group
or network where its members radicalise each
other often under the supervision of a mentor.

The over-arching message: human rights
keep us safe
If governments were to implement their human rights obligations, Europe would be safer
from terrorism. Mass surveillance and ethnic
profiling are useless to fight terrorism and
make us less safe. Many attacks could have
been prevented if security services had been
given adequate resources to continue targeted
surveillance of suspects or were more efficient

European governments trying to prevent
radicalisation focus on the final stages of the
process and try to stop individuals from being
convinced of the answers given by extremist
ideology. It is difficult to identify potential
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at sharing and acting on information. Governments should properly resource law enforcement agencies to carry out targeted surveillance (with appropriate safeguards), invest
in community-oriented policing and abandon
ethnic profiling in favour of behavioural
profiling. Combining these measures with
policies to promote equality and inclusion for
minorities and an ethical foreign policy would
deliver long-term security. By implementing
their human rights obligations, governments
will minimise threats to security, and allow
threats that do emerge to be dealt with more
effectively. Put otherwise, human rights keep
us safe.
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Introduction
a variety of arguments in defence of various
aspects of human rights but has not heard a
single, unifying, clear and consistent message
from NGOs.5

In the name of fighting violent extremism,
European governments have progressively
introduced a number of measures that violate human rights law. Broadly speaking, the
authorities have argued along the following
lines: terrorists want to destroy ‘Western’
values, including human rights; we must not
let terrorists win by compromising these values, but we cannot ensure the survival of said
values without guaranteeing our security; we
cannot guarantee security without sacrificing
our human rights, because human rights make
it more difficult for security services to perform.2 This rhetoric, which the human rights
movement has had difficulty countering, has
won over significant public support.3

This paper proposes an alternative narrative: to
guarantee security, governments must implement human rights standards. Discussion will
concentrate on two rights-violating measures
that are being deployed in the name of security: mass surveillance and ethnic profiling.
These measures undermine public safety. Mass
surveillance is ineffective to prevent terrorist
attacks or identify terrorists. It also constitutes
a drain on the limited resources of security
services and distracts law enforcement agencies from focusing on existing intelligence that
would prevent attacks. Ethnic profiling creates mistrust and suspicion between security
services and ethnic minorities, which makes
these groups less likely to cooperate with and
volunteer intelligence to security services.
Ethnic profiling also distracts security services by focusing their attention on minorities
matching erroneous profiles, making it easier for genuine suspects to avoid detection.
Beyond counter-terrorism policy, failures by
governments to implement their human rights
obligations in the context of foreign and social policy contribute to public insecurity. In
particular, subordinating rights promotion to
economic and other political goals in foreign
relations while failing to promote racial equality at home increases the vulnerability of segments of society to radicalisation and violent
extremism leading to terrorism.

It has been suggested that human rights organisations have had difficulty winning the
rights versus security debate because different
sectors – with their own specialisations – have
each formulated their own counter-arguments.4 Non-governmental Organisations
(NGOs) working on equality have concentrated on the problem of ethnic profiling; civil
liberties NGOs have focussed on the right to
privacy, due process and on abuse of suspects
by security services; digital rights NGOs have
focussed on how individuals are losing control
over their data, which can be misused by companies and the authorities to build (erroneous)
profiles that damage the lives of individuals
and social groups; free speech NGOs have
focussed on the impact on journalism and democracy; others have focussed on questioning
the effectiveness of counter-terrorism measures. This has meant that the public has heard
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be reconciled. Legally, when the state implements a measure that interferes with a right,
this must be proven to be necessary and proportionate. That is, the proposed interference
must be effective – it must be apt to achieve
the intended legitimate aim.7 Furthermore,
even if particular measures that interfere with
a right might be proven to be effective, if they
destroy the essence of a right, they will not be
legally permissible.8 Put otherwise, effectiveness arguments do not undermine rights-based
arguments. If anything, they go hand in hand.

If governments wish to keep the public safe,
then security services should implement methods of gathering intelligence that are proven to
be effective; namely, targeted surveillance under judicial scrutiny, behavioural profiling and
community-oriented policing. Governments
should also implement their legal obligations
to promote racial equality for marginalised
ethnic minorities and prioritise respect and
promotion of human rights among the goals
of foreign policy.
This is not to say that human rights tools should
be co-opted into counter-terrorism strategies.
Rather, it is to say that implementing human
rights standards is an effective, holistic and
sustainable means of delivering security.6
The alternative narrative proposed here does
not pretend to be entirely original – it draws
together many of the existing arguments advanced by NGOs working in different sectors.
Its contribution is rather, first, to weave these
arguments together into a single coherent
and short message; and second, to flesh out
some of the missing connections between the
arguments, such as the link between privacy
and democracy, or ethnic profiling and intelligence-gathering.

Part I will focus on mass surveillance, examining its contribution to security and its impact
on privacy and democracy. Part I will also examine the privacy versus surveillance debate,
propose an alternative concept of privacy and
explain the link between privacy and democracy, which has been inadequately explained
by privacy advocates. Part II will discuss the
contribution of ethnic profiling to criminal
law enforcement and counter-terrorism. Part
III will propose alternative counter-terrorism
measures that have a proven record of effectiveness in delivering security, and which can
be made compatible with human rights standards.

Some rights advocates may prefer to oppose
mass surveillance and ethnic profiling on
principle alone, rather than arguing that these
measures are ineffective and counter-productive. This position is based partly on concern
that effectiveness-based arguments weaken the
pro-rights position, because if evidence showed
that these measures could be made effective,
then rights advocates would have nothing to
fall back on. However, the two positions can
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Part I: Mass surveillance

9

The USA and many European countries
routinely carry out mass surveillance of their
own and foreign populations. In many cases,
this has been done in secret, without legal authorisation (namely, judicial or parliamentary
oversight), or using vague or out-dated legal
provisions that did not explicitly authorise
mass surveillance.10

services – for example, all the phone records
and internet histories or all text messages and
emails sent by everyone in a given country. This
information is kept for a number of months
or years so that security services can search
through it. Security services search the information using certain criteria to try to identify
people involved with terrorism and crime. For
example, they may search for messages that include certain words (e.g. ‘caliphate’ or ‘ bomb’)
or calls made to or from a particular country
(e.g. Afghanistan or Iraq) to a particular city
(e.g. Brussels). Mass surveillance is supposed
to allow security services to look for new
threats that they do not already know about.12

I.A: Why mass surveillance is ineffective
in practice

[Targeted surveillance,
mass surveillance, metadata,
content data]

The information collected through untargeted or
mass surveillance can be broadly divided into
two categories. First, metadata (also known as
‘communications data’), which identifies things
like the websites a person visits, credit card
transactions, the email addresses of persons an
individual writes to, the subject lines of emails,
the phone numbers a person calls and to which
he/she sends text messages, their posts to social
media as well as their location.13 Second, content data, which refers to the actual content of
an email, text message, phone call, or video call
(e.g. over Skype or Facetime).

When security services identify a suspect, they
may decide to watch and follow this individual
and read and listen to their calls, emails and
conversations to collect evidence of a crime.
Watching a specific suspect is known as targeted
surveillance, and is a well-established technique
used to investigate and prevent crime. To prevent the police abusing their powers and investigating individuals who are not suspected of
doing something illegal, international standards
require security services to get the permission of
a judge or similar independent authority before
they can place a suspect under surveillance.11

In an attempt to calm public concern over
mass surveillance, the authorities frequently
argue that people should not be worried about
security services collecting their metadata
because this does not allow the authorities to

In contrast, mass surveillance – also known
as ‘ bulk’ or untargeted surveillance – is not
aimed at a specific suspect. Mass surveillance
involves the interception of large quantities
of information sent over phone or internet
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Retention Directive was also illegal.20 Despite
this ruling, most countries in the EU still
collect metadata.21 Some EU countries, such
as France, the UK, the Netherlands, Hungary,
Lithuania and Poland, have recently created,
or are in the process of creating, new laws that
would give security services the power to collect content data or metadata.22

listen to or read the contents of a conversation.
However, metadata paints a very clear picture
of who we are and what we do and think, and
it is much quicker to find these things out from
our metadata than it is to read through our
emails.14 The websites a person visits for news,
entertainment or research and their online
purchases give an indication of their political
or religious views, hobbies, personal interests
and lifestyle. Even if one does not read their
content, emails sent to or from a lawyer, doctor,
psychologist or bank show a person may have
health, family, financial or legal problems. By
looking at how often someone sends and receives messages from a particular number or
email address, a person can work out the identity of your friends and how emotionally close
you are to them and your relatives. The subject
lines of someone’s emails show what issues
that person is speaking about.15 Location data
(routinely collected by applications on smart
phones) shows a person’s daily habits – where
he/she lives and works, which shops he/she
visits, his/her favourite bars and cafes, what
time he/she tends to go to the gym, where he/
she is when a photo is taken, a message is sent,
or a post is made through social media (such
as LinkedIn, Twitter, Pinterest or Facebook).16

Once metadata and content data have been
collected from the internet, security services
then try to narrow down the amount of data
that they will search and analyse. They do this
by searching the data using certain criteria.
Data that matches these criteria is kept for
further analysis, and data that does not match
is put to one side. These search criteria might
be certain key words appearing in emails or
messages, the locations from which messages were sent or received or other patterns of
communication. Even though filtering the
data collected in this way helps to reduce the
amount of information that analysts have to
examine, the volume of data that matches the
criteria is still extremely large – still too much
for security services to analyse. For example,
recently leaked documents reveal that UK intelligence services collect far more information
than they are able to analyse or use – figures
for one UK surveillance programme showed
that 97% of the data collected was not even
being read.23

Until recently, EU law (the Data Retention
Directive) required communications service
providers (like the companies that provide
mobile phone or internet services)17 to collect
metadata.18 In 2014, the EU’s Court of Justice
declared that this legislation was illegal because of how seriously it invaded individuals’
privacy.19 In 2016, the EU’s Court of Justice
also found that national legislation that some
governments introduced to replace the Data

When security services do try to analyse the
data, it requires considerable resources. This is
because even after the data is filtered to keep
only the information that matches the search
criteria, most of the individuals identified will
be innocent (referred to as ‘false positives’).
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they communicate, the software they use or
the code words they use. So the number of innocent people identified as terrorists, and the
number of terrorists who are not identified at
all, would be much higher. This illustration of
how mass surveillance works helps to explain
why, in practice, this tool has never been useful to identify a terrorist suspect or prevent an
attack (discussed below).

Furthermore, the search criteria will also miss
some potential suspects (referred to as a ‘false
negative’).
In reality, the situation would be significantly
worse. The sources cited above point out that
it is impossible that the security services could
hope to develop such accurate searches, partly
because terrorists constantly adapt their methods to avoid detection, such as changing how

Wild goose chase
Statisticians have tried to illustrate the ineffectiveness of mass surveillance using a hypothetical example. They present an imaginary scenario according to which the security services have developed
a method of detecting a terrorist according to their voice.24 This machinery is assumed to be 99%
accurate. That is, when anyone makes a phone call, this machine will automatically detect with 99%
accuracy whether the individual in question is a terrorist. Let us imagine that the security services use
this equipment in a country with a population of 60 million people, where they estimate that 3,000
people are involved with terrorism.25 A 99% accurate detection method would correctly identity 2,970
of the 3,000 terrorists. Thirty terrorists would not have been identified at all and would escape the
attention of the security services. Furthermore, because the system is only 99% accurate, it would also
identify 1% of the general population as terrorists. That would amount to 600,000 innocent people
wrongly identified as terrorists.
The security services then have to carry out further investigations to be able to find the 2,970 genuine
suspects from among the 600,000 or so people identified by the system as terrorists. Journalists in the
USA report that something similar occurred after the 9/11 attacks. Hundreds of FBI agents were sent
to investigate thousands of potential suspects flagged by the NSA’s mass surveillance programmes as
potential suspects. These investigations invariably led to dead ends and diverted officers away from
carrying out investigations built on more traditional and effective methods.26
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boss), unwind, express intimacy or recover from
a difficult experience like a rejection. Second,
for certain activities, we tend to want a degree
of anonymity, whether in the physical world
or online.29 This can include when we want to
test out new experiences, do something that
breaks social convention, or when we need to
address personal problems with a professional
like a doctor, lawyer or psychologist.

I.B: The mass surveillance debate: ‘nothing
to hide’ 27
Governments argue that mass surveillance
is necessary to prevent terrorism and serious
crime. The main objection to mass surveillance from the public and from activists is that
it violates privacy.
[Nothing to hide]

The ‘nothing to hide’ argument does not necessarily contend that privacy is not important
to individuals. Rather, it maintains that the
security services do not really threaten individual privacy: even though the authorities
collect everyone’s information, they have no
interest in our personal lives and will only
examine data to prevent or solve crimes. Governments also maintain that even if the simple
act of collecting information interferes with
privacy, this minimal intrusion is justified to
protect national security. In a nutshell, the
state argues that it does not really invade our
privacy, and even if it does, this is a small price
to pay for safety.

Advocates of mass surveillance argue that individuals who have ‘nothing to hide have nothing
to fear’ from the authorities. They maintain
that security services are only watching out for
criminal activity and are not interested in intimate, personal or confidential information. The
‘nothing to hide’ argument frames privacy narrowly, in two ways. First, it portrays privacy as
being of value only to the individual. Second, it
portrays privacy as something negative, which
is used to conceal discreditable secrets. Defenders
of privacy have countered with a ‘right to hide’
argument. However, this has only reinforced a
narrow understanding of privacy, which does
not appear to be important enough to outweigh
the desire for security that the public believes can
be delivered by mass surveillance.

I.B.ii: Privacy as secrecy
The second element of the ‘nothing to hide’
argument undermines the legitimacy of privacy by labelling it a vice. The authorities are
implicitly saying that our information can only
fall into one of two categories: personal information, or information about illegal activities.
According to the government narrative, the
public has no reason to object to mass surveillance on privacy grounds because our personal
information is safe. Because, according to our

I.B.i: The individual dimension of privacy
Privacy is important to us as individuals for
at least two purposes.28 First, humans tend
to choose to be alone or with close friends or
relatives so that we can take a rest from fulfilling a particular role (parent, colleague, sibling,
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mass surveillance is leading to stress, anxiety,
depression and violence among the general
population is unlikely to sway the public.32

governments, security services are only interested in information about crime, anyone who
insists on opposing mass surveillance must
be doing so not because they care about their
privacy, but because they are hiding illegal
behaviour.

A second foundation for the ‘right to hide’
argument is based on the safety of information once it has been collected and placed in
databases. There is evidence that security services have abused their powers by monitoring
perfectly legal activity, for example by stalking
love interests and viewing and sharing compromising photos and videos of members of
the public.33 As will be discussed below, data
can also be stolen by criminals, foreign governments and terrorists who may misuse it in
multiple ways – including for blackmail, theft
and murder. The more examples that can be
found and publicised, the more the public may
see that mass surveillance poses unacceptable
risks. This is a potentially powerful argument.
However, it may be more likely to convince the
public that they require better safeguards to
ensure appropriate data protection rather than
prompting people to call for an end to mass
surveillance altogether.

Put otherwise, the authorities’ position is that
privacy’s only value is to preserve secrets: either secrets that the security services are not
interested in, because they are personal, or
secrets that the security services are interested
in, because they are illegal. Public safety is
more valuable than personal secrets, which the
security services are not interested in anyway.
And illegal secrets do not deserve secrecy.
I.B.iii: ‘Right to hide’
Privacy advocates have confronted the ‘nothing to hide’ position with at least three ‘right
to hide’ arguments.30 The first concerns the
psychological impact of mass surveillance.
There is some evidence to suggest that a lack
of personal privacy can lead to mental health
problems.31 However, this is probably a weak
argument for advocates fighting against mass
surveillance. This is because most of the
empirical evidence concerning the impact of
surveillance on mental health is taken from
studies of surveillance in specific institutional
settings with a clear relationship of hierarchy,
such as surveillance in the workplace, schools
and prisons. This is probably not very convincing for the public because it is not easily
comparable to more subtle mass surveillance
by the security services. In the absence of more
directly pertinent evidence, the assertion that

The third ‘right to hide’ argument questions
the way that the ‘nothing to hide’ camp categorises behaviour in a binary manner as either
personal or illegal. This position argues that
there is a third category: legal behaviour that
goes against social conventions or majority
views. According to advocates, concealment
does not imply illegality. Concealment merely
allows individuals to escape being judged (embarrassed or shamed) for unconventional but
lawful behaviour.
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This is an inherently hard argument to win,
because even if it denies illegal behaviour,
proponents of this argument are necessarily
‘outing’ themselves as hypocrites who engage
in socially unconventional behaviour that they
wish to conceal from other people.34 As will
be discussed below, individuals tend to be
reluctant to admit openly, outside the safety
of a trusted audience, to diverging from social
norms. This will make it difficult to motivate
significant proportions of the public to support
a ‘right to hide’ couched in these terms.35

I.C: Broadening the arguments against
mass surveillance
The remainder of Part I of this paper will argue that mass surveillance is both ineffective
against terrorism and a threat to security. It
will then propose a concept of privacy that
goes beyond concealment: the liberty to think,
form opinions and make decisions freely. This
understanding of privacy helps to explain the
collective functions of this value, in particular
its role in democracy (both social innovation
and democratic accountability). The remainder
of Part I will then explain how mass surveillance interferes with the collective dimensions
of privacy.37

I.B.iv: Reinforcing privacy as secrecy for the
individual
The broader problem with all ‘right to hide’
arguments is that they reinforce a narrow understanding of privacy as a right whose only
purpose is to allow individuals to keep secrets. When presented with a choice between
preserving personal secrecy or guaranteeing
security, a large proportion of the public has
chosen security, which they believe can be delivered by mass surveillance.36 If campaigners
wish to tip the scales in favour of privacy, they
should attack both sides of the equation. First,
promote a broader understanding of privacy
that focuses more on its collective benefits to
social innovation and democratic accountability. Second, consolidate the currently scattered
evidence that proves that mass surveillance is
failing to deliver on its promise of security.

I.C.i: Testing the arguments about mass
surveillance and security
The following section sets out the case that
mass surveillance is not a necessary (or even
a useful) tool in the fight against terrorism
and crime. Contrary to what we are told, mass
surveillance does not make us more secure, but
rather makes us more vulnerable to terrorism
and crime.
I.C.i.a: Mass surveillance has never helped to
prevent terrorism
Mass surveillance has never been useful to prevent a terrorist attack, or even to identify a terrorist suspect.38 This is the conclusion reached
by two pieces of research into the NSA’s mass
surveillance programmes. One report was
produced by a US think tank and based on
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an analysis of over 200 cases concerning individuals indicted, convicted or killed abroad
because of their involvement in an act of terrorism since 2001. The other was produced by
a US congressional oversight committee, based
on interviews with security service staff and
access to classified documents, among other
sources. The research finds that even where
information discovered through mass surveillance has revealed evidence connected to
terrorist activities, the same information was
already available to security services through
traditional forms of investigation, such as
targeted surveillance, informants or tip-offs
from the public. Put otherwise, the available
evidence shows that mass surveillance has
been useless to prevent attacks in the West, or
to identify terrorists.39

of metadata was made mandatory. For example, the list of numbers to which calls are made
or messages sent, what time these were made
and their duration.

I.C.i.b: Mass surveillance is not even helpful to
solve crimes after they have been committed

I.C.i.c: Mass surveillance makes us less safe by
draining resources from more effective ways
of collecting intelligence

Some EU governments have provided anecdotal examples of when metadata has been useful
to investigate criminal activity, or when the
absence of metadata has been a barrier to investigations. It is difficult to identify examples
where the information referred to could not
been obtained through other methods, such
as phone numbers kept for billing purposes,
information that could be acquired through
targeted surveillance during an investigation,
or location data, which can be acquired by triangulating phone signals from mobile phone
towers.41

As well as failing to prevent terrorism, evidence
from EU countries suggests that mass surveillance is not even useful to help resolve crimes
that have already been committed. Studies on
Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands investigating whether the collection of metadata
under the EU Data Retention Directive has
been useful to help solve and prosecute crime
have found that the collection of metadata has
had virtually no effect.40 In some cases, the use
of metadata made no difference to whether a
defendant was convicted. In other cases, the
evidence contained in the metadata that was
useful to the authorities was information that
telecommunications companies already collected for billing purposes before the retention

Because mass surveillance is ineffective to prevent terrorism, and is not even useful to solve
crimes already committed, it means that the
resources spent to collect and analyse information, and to follow up on false leads, are being
wasted. This is not just an irresponsible use
of taxpayers’ money. It is endangering public
safety.
Security services have limited resources – they
must prioritise how to use their staff and budgets.42 Research into major terrorist attacks
in Europe since 9/11 shows that the security
services usually already knew of some or all of
the attackers involved. These include the at-
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away from monitoring existing suspects and
into analysing new information thrown up
by mass surveillance. Former FBI and NSA
staff have criticised this approach, explaining
that security services are already trying to find
a needle in a haystack when using traditional
methods of intelligence gathering; collecting
more (useless) data through mass surveillance
just adds more hay to the pile.46 Furthermore,
governments are investing in mass surveillance
instead of focusing on boosting the capacity
of security services to carry out targeted surveillance. For example, in the UK, the cost of
collecting the public’s metadata has been estimated at around 1 billion GBP over a ten-year
period, which some have argued could instead
be spent on hiring at least a further 3,000
police officers (over the same ten-year period)
– which would be a significant boost to staff
numbers, considering that MI5 is reported to
employ only 4,000 staff.47

tackers involved in the Madrid train bombings
in 2004, the London bombings in 2005, and
the more recent attack against Charlie Hebdo
magazine and the Paris shootings in 2015,
as well as the Brussels bombings in 2016 and
the Manchester bombing and London Bridge
attack in 2017. In some cases, security services
decided not to monitor these individuals more
closely because their limited resources required them to prioritise between targets and
they chose to monitor other suspects. In other
cases, security services ignored information, or
failed to share information with each other, or
were too slow to act on the information they
were given.43
It seems that the only attacks where perpetrators are less likely to be known to the
intelligence services as potential terrorists are
those committed by ‘lone actors’, in particular
when they are self-radicalised.44 However, it
seems that such attackers were either already
known to the police for their criminal activity,
and/or to other state bodies because of their
mental health problems. Indeed, Europol has
suggested that mental health problems may
have been the main factor behind recent lone
actor attacks.45 Given that these individuals
are already in contact with the authorities, it
seems untenable to suggest that indiscriminate
mass surveillance of the public at large would
be helpful to identify them.

I.C.i.d: Mass surveillance can help criminals,
foreign spies and terrorists
Electronically stored information is vulnerable. Hackers, often using tools stolen from intelligence agencies, are able to bypass security
measures put in place by companies, public
authorities and governments to keep personal
data and commercial and state secrets safe.48
Personal data held by private companies is
frequently lost, stolen or held to ransom.49 For
example, in 2015 at least two telecommunications providers were victims of hackers who
stole personal details of millions of customers
and, in one case, the bank details of over
15,000 customers.50 In 2015, a website facil-

Mass surveillance is making the public less
safe because it pulls resources away from effective counter-terrorism tools, like targeted
surveillance and improved intelligence sharing, which could have helped prevent many
attacks. Human resources are being diverted
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were over 100 instances of data loss or theft in
the UK’s health service.58

itating extramarital affairs was hacked, revealing the names, addresses, phone numbers
and sometimes bank details of over 30 million
people (including government and military
personnel), exposing them to blackmail and
theft, and leading some individuals to commit
suicide.51 In 2014, hackers stole data from 500
million Yahoo accounts.52 In 2012, data relating to the accounts of over 100 million LinkedIn members, including passwords, was stolen
and put up for sale by hackers.53 Hacking is not
the preserve of cyber criminals. Facebook has
warned of foreign governments attempting to
hack into individuals’ social media accounts,
and Western security services have warned
university researchers that foreign governments may attempt to steal their work through
cyber espionage.54 Russian hackers recently
placed emails from the Democratic National
Committee in the USA online, directly interfering in national elections.55 Government institutions, even in countries with sophisticated
security services, are also frequently victims of
data theft. In 2015, a US federal government
website was hacked, revealing the details of
over 22 million current and former federal employees and applicants for federal government
jobs, including those in sensitive positions
with security services like the FBI.56 In 2016,
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York lost
to hackers over 100 million USD belonging
to the Bangladesh central bank.57 Research
from the UK suggests that from 2011 to 2014,
there were around 400 instances where local
authorities either lost or had data stolen from
them. Almost 200 physical storage devices,
like mobile phones and laptops, were lost or
stolen during the same period. In 2014, there

Ending mass surveillance will not necessarily prevent future hacks and thefts of data.
However, mass surveillance places even more
information about people into databases held
by governments and private companies. The
more information that is held about us in digital form, the more likely criminals or terrorists
are to find a database with vulnerabilities. This
increases the opportunities for wrongdoers
to blackmail or steal from a target, or study a
target’s habits and movements in preparation
for an attack.59
I.C.ii: Mass surveillance: privacy and
democracy
The previous section explained that in practice
mass surveillance fails to make us safer. It is a
waste of public resources and it leaves us more
vulnerable to criminals, foreign spies and
terrorists. Apart from undermining security,
mass surveillance is also a threat to privacy. As
discussed above, when campaigning against
mass surveillance, rights NGOs have predominantly portrayed privacy as a right that
benefits individuals. That is, most campaigners
have not invested a lot of effort in explaining
to the public that privacy also has collective
benefits for society as a whole, in particular the
role of privacy in democracy.
Some rights advocates have argued that
mass surveillance is bad for freedom of expression and freedom of information, which
are pre-requisites for a properly functioning
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studies suggest that privacy has been protected
by all cultures. Societies may differ in the ways
that they protect privacy and may draw the
line between what is public and what is private
in different places, but privacy is a universal
value.63

democracy.60 However, there have been few
attempts by campaigners to explain how privacy plays an essential role in the free development and exchange of ideas and information
that allows societies to create new rules and
evaluate how existing rules are being applied
by their leaders. Instead, it is more common
for campaigners to draw emotive parallels between mass surveillance and George Orwell’s
Big Brother, while sometimes pointing out
that surveillance is a tool used by totalitarian
regimes to control their populations.61

Privacy is our right to choose and control what
things we share about ourselves with other
people. We share information, ideas, opinions,
property, personal space and our bodies. We
share these things with our partner, family
members, friends, classmates, colleagues, acquaintances, strangers and the general public.
And while we choose to share different things
with different people, we also choose not to
share certain things with anyone. When we
have control over these choices, we can be said
to have privacy.64 When our control over these
choices is taken away from us, our privacy is
invaded. Mass surveillance eliminates privacy
almost entirely because it results in everything
we do with our phones, computers and the
internet being recorded. We use these devices
constantly for almost all aspects of our lives.
As a result, we have lost control over how we
share information about ourselves.65

Evidence from surveys suggests that people
tend to view privacy as a personal commodity
that allows them to conceal information about
themselves, which they are willing to trade in
return for security and even in return for commercial services, like discounted prices, free
use of social networking platforms or free use
of software.62 This may be because the public is
unaware of the collective (as opposed to individual) benefits of privacy, or because the link
between the individual and collective benefits
has not been explained convincingly. If the
public can be persuaded that privacy is an
inalienable and common good, rather than a
tradable personal commodity, then they might
become more motivated to defend it against
mass surveillance. The following sub-sections
offer an alternative, broader conception of privacy and explain its democratic functions.

Because privacy gives us a choice over whom
we share information about ourselves with, it
allows us to limit how far we disclose certain
information – put otherwise, it allows us to
‘hide’. But privacy is about much more than
hiding. It is about creating a space where we
have the freedom to exchange information,
think and take decisions about our societies
and how they are being run.66

I.C.ii.a: Privacy: freedom to form opinions, think
and make decisions without interference
Privacy is neither particular to Western culture nor to modern times. Anthropological
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rules and beliefs of society. This phenomenon is
referred to as ‘social control’. Individuals who
feel that they are being watched are even more
likely to comply with social expectations and to
agree with the opinions of the majority.71 This
body of research proves that the pressure humans feel to conform is so great that the mere
suggestion that we may be monitored causes us
to change our opinions and behaviour to match
social expectations. This is so even if we know
that no one is actually watching, and even if
the majority opinion is factually incorrect.72

I.C.ii.b: Why we need privacy to form opinions
and make decisions: the science
Privacy gives human beings freedom from
social control. The philosophers Bentham and
Foucault developed the idea that removing
an individual’s privacy, by placing them in a
physical environment where they may be monitored at any time, is the most effective means
of ensuring that this person will bring his/her
behaviour in line with social rules.67
Studies in sociology and criminology demonstrate that surveillance of individuals in institutional settings, like students, prisoners or
workers, does indeed tend to induce conformity with existing rules.68 Lawyers, political
scientists and philosophers have asserted that
Bentham’s and Foucault’s hypothesis also holds
true outside institutional settings, arguing that
the phenomenon of social control applies to individuals in society at large.69 But for the most
part, these academic disciplines have relied
more on their own expertly informed intuition
(and a few references to the use of surveillance
by totalitarian regimes), than on any empirical
research to back up their claims.70

Building on early research in the field of social
psychology, scholars from the field of communications studies have carried out similar tests to
examine whether the phenomenon of social control also applies to the way that political opinions are formed in societies. A significant body
of research confirms that individuals tend to
be unwilling to give their opinions on political
questions if they think that these run contrary to
the majority view. Scholars of communications
studies label this phenomenon of self-censorship
the ‘spiral of silence’.73 This largely corresponds
to the idea of the ‘chilling effect’ used by lawyers
and activists working on free speech and freedom of association and assembly, predominantly
in the USA. The chilling effect refers to the tendency of individuals (in particular journalists
and interest groups) to self-censor when they
suspect that they may be subject to surveillance.
Unlike the concepts of the spiral of silence or social control, the concept of the chilling effect was
mostly based on common sense and anecdotal
evidence rather than empirical support, until
very recently.74

[Social control, the spiral of silence and
the chilling effect]
Research in the field of social psychology, which
has gone mostly unnoticed by other academic
disciplines interested in privacy, has delivered
a mountain of empirical evidence proving that
Bentham’s and Foucault’s theory does have
more general application. Their experiments
prove that human beings tend to conform to the
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aggression from the majority. Because of this,
individuals in the majority are unlikely to immediately admit in public that they have been
persuaded by the minority to change their
opinion. Because individuals fear disapproval
from the majority, they tend only to admit that
they have changed their opinions in private.77
Spiral of silence research explains that as
individuals begin to feel that their opinion is
gaining popularity, they become more willing
to speak out in support of what they once saw
as a minority view.78

The general rule that individuals conform to
majority opinions is not absolute – otherwise,
the rules and practices of our societies would
not have evolved as they have. New ideas that
may eventually change majority opinions
begin with a minority who are not afraid to
speak out and challenge majority-held views.
Majorities change their opinions through a
gradual process. Social psychology research
has found that new opinions and ideas can
cause the majority to change its opinions if
the proposition in question is put forward
consistently. If a minority is consistent in its
message, it is perceived by members of the
majority to be more confident and certain
of its views. And as the minority grows, the
minority’s perceived competence – and hence
their persuasiveness – grows too.75
Research by communications scholars on the
spiral of silence gives us a clue as to where
minority opinions come from. Studies have
found that there is always a ‘hard core’ of individuals who are willing to speak out even if
they are contradicting the majority-held view.
This ‘hard core’ is formed by individuals who
have a high certainty of the correctness of what
they are saying. In contrast, those who are less
certain about the correctness of the majority
position are more likely to ‘go with the flow’.
That is, they have not actively and consciously
evaluated and agreed with the majority position. Rather, they accept it and are unlikely to
express a different opinion.76
Social psychology research explains that
minorities (in this context, those holding a
minority opinion) are regarded by the majority with disapproval and can be subject to
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Hard wired to fit in
The tendency among humans to follow social conventions and conform to majority views seems to
have become hard-wired in humans. Early social psychology experiments showed that individuals
who express disagreement with the rest of their group become highly stressed because they fear
disapproval and hostility from the majority.79 Recent research incorporating brain scans into these
experiments shows that when an individual expresses opinions or beliefs different from their peers,
this actually activates part of the brain associated with negative emotions.80 Research also suggests
that the hormone oxytocin (responsible for stimulating bonding between sexual partners and mothers
with their babies) motivates humans to cooperate with members of their group and follow group
rules.81 Put otherwise, it appears that humans have evolved to fit in and go along with the majority –
probably because we depend for our survival and prosperity on being part of a strong and harmonious
group. When we disagree with the majority, we risk being isolated from the group – formerly, this
could have meant denial of group benefits like food, shelter and physical protection.

individuals are more likely just to accept the
majority view even if they have not actively or
internally endorsed it.82 Some social psychology research suggests that over time, majority
views consolidate into permanent attitudes
among individuals who did not necessarily
initially agree with them, but have not been
prompted by contradictory views to evaluate
the majority position and actively make up
their minds.83

Even if a particular minority is unable to persuade the majority to adopt its position, the
debate that takes place appears to result in better-quality decision-making. This is because
those in the majority seem to take the time
to evaluate the minority position and suggest
adjustments to the majority-held opinion or
rule. It seems that because individuals belonging to the majority do not feel threatened by
the minority, they are more likely to actively
engage in a cognitive process of evaluation –
which can result in accepting the new view or
suggesting ways of adjusting the majority rule
to accommodate the objections of the minority
that seem to be valid. In contrast, individuals
who are part of the majority are more likely
to accept the majority view without critically
evaluating it. It has been suggested that this
is because the stress that individuals feel when
they challenge the majority makes it more
difficult for the parts of the brain responsible
for cognitive thinking to be activated – so

Interestingly, this analysis seems to confirm
the concept of the ‘moveable middle’ that is
used by some activists to help design campaign
strategies. Simply put, this idea postulates that
there is often a group in society that strongly supports an idea, and another group that
strongly opposes it. And then there are those
in the middle who are not sure where they
really stand but tend to stick with the prevailing majority view. It is this middle section of
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Privacy is important at two stages in the processes of social innovation and democratic accountability. First, to allow those people who
shape opinions (by generating new ideas and
information for discussion by the public) to
develop, test and refine this information before
sharing it. These opinion-shapers are referred
to in spiral of silence research as the ‘hard
core’ of individuals (noted above) who are so
convinced of their opinions that they do not
self-censor even in the face of a majority with
a contrary opinion. Privacy also facilitates the
second stage, which is when individual members of the public research, discuss and evaluate whether they want to reject or to act on the
new ideas and information.

society that can be moved over to endorse the
values put forward by activists.
I.C.ii.c: How the theory applies in practice
Privacy is vital to democracy because it gives
us the liberty to choose what we share about
ourselves and whom we share this information
with. Without privacy, our thoughts, ideas and
opinions are open to anyone. And because we
tend to fear going against majority opinions,
without privacy we are reluctant to learn or
communicate about ideas that challenge the
views of the majority. Privacy allows us to
share information and develop ideas freely
because we can choose to limit our communication to those people with whom we feel
comfortable expressing our views. This gives
us the freedom to research, think and discuss
freely without the pressure to conform to the
majority view.84

Put otherwise, opinion-shapers (such as academics, social commentators, journalists,
activists or politicians) use privacy to create,
test and refine new rules and concepts (social
innovation) and to assess how existing rules
are being applied by our political, commercial,
religious and other leaders (democratic accountability). Many ideas that we now take for
granted as valuable social or legal rules were
once considered outrageous. For example, the
abolition of slavery, racial equality, the criminalisation of domestic violence, the decriminalisation of homosexuality, animal welfare;
or more recently, crowd-funding, the sharing
economy, recycling, human rights, social media, freedom of information, globalisation, social entrepreneurship and environmentalism.85
Opinion-shapers need space to research, test
and refine ideas because, as noted, if minorities want to persuade the majority, their ideas
must be convincing, well evidenced and presented consistently and confidently. Also, as

[Social innovation and democratic
accountability]
Privacy facilitates at least two democratic
processes. First, the process of creating new or
adjusting existing social rules, practices, laws
and policies. I will refer to this as social innovation. Second, the process of evaluating whether
power-holders (such as members of government
or business or religious leaders) are applying
existing rules properly. I will refer to this as
democratic accountability.
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PRIVACY & DEMOCRACY

noted, opinion-shapers need to be certain of
the correctness of their ideas if they are not to
self-censor due to fear of disapproval from a
hostile majority.

OPINION SHAPERS
e.g. journalists, scientists,
politicians, activists

Once opinion-shapers have tested and refined
these rules, concepts and assessments privately, they can be released to the general public
for consideration. As discussed, individuals are
unlikely to publicly express support of minority
ideas for fear of disapproval from the majority.
That means that for individuals to learn about,
evaluate and discuss opinions and information
that challenge the majority view, they require
privacy. If people progressively become convinced of (aspects of) new ideas or information,
they gradually become ready to support them
openly, which will lead to changes in majority
opinion. Conversely, if minority opinions do
not emerge to challenge majority views, then
majority-held opinions gradually become more
deeply entrenched among individuals who did
not necessarily agree with them, but have not
been prompted to critically evaluate them.

PRIVACY

PRIVACY
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PRIVACY
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text of mass surveillance. As will be discussed
below, surveys of public attitudes, experiments
and other research on internet use and mobile
phone use suggest that since the existence of
mass surveillance programmes was revealed
to the public, individuals see the internet and
other communications tools as a place where
they have no privacy. Many people feel that
they have lost control over whom they share
information with when they use emails, phone
calls, text messages and social media. Because
individuals now know that authorities can collect or are collecting all the information that
passes over the internet, many people are beginning to behave as if the online world is the
‘public’ or the ‘majority’. That is, individuals
are starting to censor themselves and refrain
from doing or saying things that might suggest they are deviating from prevailing social
rules and political opinions. It should be noted that the opinion surveys and experiments
concerning mass surveillance discussed below
are based on public perception of mass surveillance. It seems irrelevant whether individuals
believe that their information is actually being
read or analysed. It is enough to make people
self-censor if they simply think that their data
is being collected. This suggests that even if
lawmakers create limits on when collected data
can be accessed by security services, this will
not prevent self-censorship. This is confirmed
by experimental research in the field of social
psychology which shows that individuals are
likely to become reluctant to air their views on
controversial topics if there is a mere suggestion of surveillance.86

This process allows new social norms to emerge
or existing norms to be adjusted (which are
often codified into laws and policies) and also
for democratic accountability when the information being discussed relates to how existing
norms are being applied by political, religious or
business leaders. Because majority-held views
become entrenched over time even among individuals who did not necessarily agree with
them, if minority opinions become silenced,
societies are less likely to make well-informed
decisions about what laws or leaders they want.
This is because fewer ideas and less information will be created by opinion-shapers for the
public to debate, and the public will debate
less. Unquestioned leaders are then more likely
to make poor-quality choices that are based on
majority opinions that have been formed with
little critical evaluation.
It should be kept in mind that privacy’s role in
the democratic process is neutral, in the sense
that it can allow both progressive and socially
harmful ideas to persuade or influence majority opinion. Indeed, the process through which
majority opinion is changed could be applied
to partially explain the current trend of increasing xenophobia and racism – for a time
considered unacceptable – in many European
countries.
I.C.ii.d: How does this apply to mass surveillance?
There is a growing body of research that examines whether the linked (perhaps identical)
phenomena of social control, the spiral of
silence and the chilling effect apply in the con-
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suade the public of a new idea due to the social
control/spiral of silence/chilling effect created
by mass surveillance. However, there is plenty
of evidence that journalists and associations
are slowing down and sometimes stopping
their work because mass surveillance removes
the privacy that they rely on to do their job of
informing the public and stimulating debate
and change.

How is mass surveillance affecting the creation of
new ideas and information?
Mass surveillance is making it much more
difficult for new ideas and information to be
developed and shared. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to prove a negative – we cannot
produce data on the number of news stories
or innovative concepts that have failed to per-

Opinion-shapers self-censoring
Surveys of non-fiction writers and journalists have asked these groups about how they have changed
their behaviour since the Snowden revelations explaining the extent of mass surveillance. A survey of
around 500 journalists and non-fiction writers in ‘free’ countries (which includes all EU countries)87
revealed that, because of mass surveillance: 20% have avoided writing or speaking on particular topics
and another 14% have seriously considered doing so; 20% have avoided certain topics in phone and
email conversations and 11% have seriously considered doing so; 31% have cut back or avoided social
media activities and 11% have seriously considered doing so.88 A survey by the same organisation
focussing on the USA found that because of mass surveillance, journalists and writers were self-censoring on a wide range of issues – not only questions relating to national security, like military affairs.
Topics that journalists reported avoiding included: Middle East affairs, mass incarceration, drug
policy, pornography, the Occupy movement, the study of certain languages, historical issues like US
preparedness for a nuclear conflict during the Cold War and criticism of the government.89

reluctant to contact journalists about illegal
or unethical behaviour. This is because whistleblowers fear that it is much harder for them
to remain anonymous, since mass surveillance
allows the authorities to search metadata to
find out who has been in contact with journalists.90 However, it is not merely whistleblowers
working in the area of national security and
law enforcement who have become reluctant
to expose illegal or unethical behaviour. Even

Another study based on interviews with
journalists, lawyers and (former) government
officials working on the intelligence community, national security and law enforcement in
the USA shows that revelations about mass
surveillance have made sources more reluctant
to come forward to journalists, which makes
it more difficult for the media to gather information and publish articles. Interviewees
explain that whistleblowers are now far more
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campaign on security-related issues. Rather,
their work is, at most, politically controversial,
covering topics such as environmental protection, gun control, drugs liberalisation and
equality. These associations have gone so far
as to take legal action claiming that their right
to free speech has been violated because of the
chilling effect caused by mass surveillance.95

organisations working on completely unrelated issues have been negatively affected. For
example, an organisation that promotes the
privacy of patients’ medical records, which relies on anonymous informants to report when
corporations are breaking the law and illegally
sharing patient records, reported a significant
fall in the number of whistleblowers coming
forward.91

Mass surveillance is likely to interfere with
the work of opinion-shapers in two different
ways. As noted, opinion-shapers are likely to
belong to the ‘hard core’ identified by spiral
of silence scholarship who are sufficiently
convinced of their opinions that they will not
refrain from speaking out just because they are
in a minority. But to become this ‘hard core’
who are resistant to social control/spiral of
silence/the chilling effect, an opinion-shaper
must first have been able to develop and refine his/her ideas to the point where he/she is
confident and convinced of their correctness.
Thus, the first way that mass surveillance may
inhibit opinion-shapers is during the phase of
idea development. Put otherwise, by removing
privacy, mass surveillance may prevent opinion-shapers from being able to develop ideas
and information.

A study of around 500 investigative journalists
in the USA reported that, because of mass surveillance: almost 40% have changed the way
that they communicate with sources; almost
50% have changed the way that they store
and share potentially sensitive documents;
almost 30% have changed the way that they
communicate with other reporters, editors or
producers; and 13% had decided not to contact
a particular source.92 While there has not been
a similar survey for EU countries, associations
of journalists have argued that mass surveillance makes it much more difficult for journalists to do their job because individuals are less
willing to provide them with information due
to the risk of revealing their identity.93
Mass surveillance is also interfering with
the work of associations (particularly interest
groups), which are important for democracy
because they allow individuals to participate in
politics by organising themselves to promote
particular ideas, laws or policies. Associations
in the USA have reported that their members
have become reluctant to communicate with
each other, organise or participate in activities
because mass surveillance puts them at risk of
revealing their identities and opinions.94 These
associations do not, for the most part, even

Once opinion-shapers have developed their
ideas enough to be so confident that they are
resistant to social control/the spiral of silence/
the chilling effect, mass surveillance interferes
in a different, more tangible way. At this stage,
mass surveillance inhibits opinion-shapers indirectly because it makes them fear that they
will be exposed and/or monitored, and that, as
a consequence, some form of punishment will
then follow.
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Based on how others in a similar position have
been treated, opinion-shapers will be aware
that they run a real risk of sanctions. For example: whistleblowers have been disciplined,
lost their jobs, prosecuted (and, in extreme
cases, murdered); journalists have been placed
on government watchlists and subjected to
searches; journalists have seen their sources
in third countries identified and harmed;
members of civil society organisations (such
as those campaigning on environmental protection, peace, anti-nuclear, civil liberties,
equality and anti-apartheid) have seen their
organisations and their personal lives infiltrated and destroyed by informants.96

How is mass surveillance affecting the spread of
new ideas and information?

It is likely that other categories of opinion-shaper are similarly deterred from developing and spreading their ideas. Academics,
activists and politicians are likely to be
aware of well-documented examples of their
colleagues being placed under surveillance
(usually illegally) and punished by the state for
their unpopular political views. For example,
academics in the USA and UK have been denied jobs, promotions or funding for research;
activists (most famously, Martin Luther
King) have faced blackmail and exposure of
their personal lives to discredit or discourage
them.97 While there does not appear to have
been a documented case of elected politicians
being punished in this way for their ‘unorthodox’ views, British politicians from the Labour
Party and Green Party who have been targeted by surveillance have complained that this
makes them more cautious about expressing
their views.98

Recent surveys looking at how the public has
changed its behaviour now that people are
aware of mass surveillance suggests we are now
more likely to conform to social conventions
and majority opinions. Fifty-two per cent of
respondents to a survey in Germany said that
because of mass surveillance, they would probably refrain from using email or mobile phones
to address potentially taboo questions, for
example, to communicate with drugs counsellors, psychotherapists or marriage counsellors.99 Twenty five per cent of respondents to
a survey in the USA who were aware of the
government’s mass surveillance programmes
said that they changed the way that they use
technology to communicate, for example, by
no longer discussing their private life online,
using search engines to look for information
on certain topics or making jokes that could
be taken out of context.100 This supports other
research findings that report a drop of almost
30% in internet traffic to Wikipedia articles
on almost 50 topics identified by US author-

As discussed above, it is not only important
that opinion-shapers be able to develop and
refine new ideas and information before
making these public. It is also important that
members of the majority should be able to discuss, evaluate and decide on these new pieces
of information and ideas. Mass surveillance
is also interfering with this process because
individuals are becoming less comfortable
with communicating with each other over the
phone, through email, social media or using
the internet simply to inform themselves.
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that just like opinion-shapers, members of the
general public censor themselves online and
refrain from expressing political views that
are not in conformity with dominant public
opinion or accepted rules.

ities as issues that they track on social media,
following exposure of NSA surveillance programmes.101 A 2014 survey that included four
European countries showed that most people
in the UK (60%), Germany (65%), Spain (66%)
and France (76%) believe that the internet is
not a safe place to express their opinions – in
part because of government surveillance, and
in part because of monitoring by businesses.102
Two recent academic studies testing the spiral
of silence and chilling effect theories confirm
that individuals self-censor in their online
behaviour because of mass surveillance. One
study looked at the willingness of individuals to share their views on a story appearing
through their Facebook feed. The research
found that most individuals who perceived a
risk of online government surveillance were
less likely to share their views if they believed
that these views were controversial.103 Another
study looked at the willingness of individuals
to speak or write about certain topics online,
engage in online searches, or share content they
have created (presuming that these activities
were legally permissible). 62% of respondents
stated that they would be much less (22%) or
somewhat (40%) less likely to speak or write
about certain topics because of government
surveillance. 78% agreed strongly (38%) or
somewhat (40%) that government surveillance
would make them more careful about what
they discuss online. 78% agreed strongly (40%)
or somewhat (38%) that government surveillance would make them more careful about
what they search for online. 60% said that
they would be much less (22%) or somewhat
less (38%) likely to share content that they had
created online because of government surveillance.104 Thus, the academic research confirms

This means that the space for debate and
discussion that privacy makes available is
disappearing – because most of what we do
involves using electronic devices, like phones
or computers, from which governments collect
information. Opinion-shapers are less likely
to propose new ideas that challenge existing
rules or collect new information that questions
whether leaders are following the rules. And
the public is less likely to be able to give these
ideas or sources of information due consideration and make a free choice over which laws
and leaders they want.105 Mass surveillance
poses a serious threat to the quality of decision-making in society and the ability of society to evolve and adapt to new circumstances.
I.C.ii.e: Rewriting the privacy argument
The dominant approach among campaigners
who have tried to explain the collective value of privacy has been to make the link with
democracy without breaking down the mechanics of how humans use privacy to think
and make decisions and without using existing
empirical evidence to show how this process
applies in practice. The absence of this kind of
explanation can make it difficult to convince
sceptical or undecided members of the public.
The above analysis hopes to give campaigners
new tools by drawing evidence from different
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public to consume and judge, their societies
will no longer be able to make informed choices about policies and laws, or when choosing
their leaders and holding them to account.
This has implications for democracy in general: governments are more likely to choose
policies that sound attractive to the majority
population, but that have not been adequately
evaluated or refined; governments will feel
even less of an incentive to act for the good of
the population knowing that there are fewer
critical voices to hold them to account. In the
context of counter-terrorism, this makes it easier for governments to choose measures that
have popular appeal, but that are ineffective or
counter-productive in practice, because there
is not enough freedom for opinion-shapers and
the public to question these choices or hold
leaders to account.106

academic disciplines to explain and clarify the
link between privacy and democracy.
To reshape the public’s understanding of
privacy, the concept must also be explained
more broadly than a right to individual secrecy, which has negative connotations and
commoditises privacy. This section explained
privacy as the freedom to think, form opinions
and make decisions without social pressure
or judgement. Privacy gives us freedom from
social control because it allows us to choose
whom we share information and opinions
with. This allows us to create a space where
we are free from external social pressure to
conform to the dominant rules and ideas of
our society. In this space, we can exchange
sensitive information about ourselves, but also
develop new concepts, form new opinions and
test and improve ideas before sharing them.
Opinion-shapers use this space to suggest new
social rules or evaluate how the rules are being
applied by our leaders. The general public uses
this space to evaluate, accept or reject the information they receive, which allows either for
the rules to be changed (social innovation) or
for our leaders to be reprimanded for breaking
those rules (democratic accountability). Mass
surveillance removes the possibility to create
these spaces because almost everything we do
has some online component, and individuals
treat the virtual world as a public sphere where
there is no privacy.
Mass surveillance undermines social innovation and democratic accountability by fostering conformity with existing rules. If opinion-shapers are unable to propose new ideas
or gather and share new information for the
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Part II: Ethnic profiling
to be of African descent. Were it not for the
fact that these individuals did not belong to
this particular ethnicity, the security services
would not have used their powers to stop and
search them. If ethnicity plays a decisive role
in the use of police powers, this amounts to
unlawful discrimination.107

The second counter-terrorism measure that this
paper will examine is ethnic profiling. Authorities in many countries are using their powers,
such as the power to stop-and-search persons,
carry out border checks and raid properties,
against individuals because they are (perceived
to be) Muslim. In these situations, security
services are generally using their powers predictively – to find potential terrorists who have
not yet been identified by objective evidence.
Because the security services do not know
who they are looking for, they try to make an
educated guess about potential suspects. So
the authorities construct a profile and target
individuals who fit the profile’s criteria.

In practice, ethnic profiling is ineffective to
prevent or detect crime and is a waste of resources.108 Research shows that when police
use ethnic profiling, they target a higher proportion of individuals from the ‘suspect’ ethnicity, and fewer individuals from the majority
population or other minorities. In situations
where law enforcement agencies have stopped
using ethnicity as a criterion and instead used
objective evidence of criminal activity, the results change significantly.109 The overall number of searches or stops carried out by security
services falls, the number of offences detected
(i.e. the effectiveness of the stops) increases,
and the disproportionality with which minorities are targeted compared to members of the
majority population falls significantly.110 Instead of basing themselves on ethnicity, which
is not relevant to criminality, these security
services use behavioural profiling. Behavioural
profiles consist of patterns of behaviour that
have been identified as suspicious, such as
nervousness, avoiding eye contact, swapping
bags with another person, travelling without
luggage, purchasing one-way tickets with cash
and repeated meetings between individuals
within a short space of time.111 Put otherwise,
when using behavioural profiling, law enforcement officers are basing their decisions to stop

[Ethnic profiling]
Ethnic profiling refers to a situation where
security services are using their powers (usually predictively), using a profile that is based
on ethnicity. That is, the security services have
decided to exercise their powers in relation to
an individual because of that person’s ethnicity
rather than basing themselves on objective evidence that proves the individual in question has
acted unlawfully.

To give a concrete example, law enforcement
agencies may be of the opinion that drug
dealers tend to be young black men dressed in
sports wear. As a result, without any objective
evidence, they routinely stop and search all
teenagers wearing hooded tops who appear
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or search an individual on the fact that the
person is exhibiting suspicious behaviour –
which is objective evidence.112 Ethnic profiling
is ineffective because it causes security services
to focus their attention disproportionately on
innocent individuals who belong to the targeted ethnicity, while suspects from the majority
population escape scrutiny. It is inefficient
because it results in fewer criminals being apprehended.

Profiling appears to be informing the use of
preventive counter-terrorism powers, such
as border control and police stop-and-search
powers, in a number of countries.113 As well
as being ineffective to combat crime, available
evidence suggests that ethnic profiling is also
useless as a counter-terrorism measure.

Large scale ethnic profiling in Germany
In Germany, after the 9/11 attacks, the authorities tried to identify potential terrorists by searching
through several databases containing over 8 million people, such as social security registries, university records, the registry of foreign nationals and the records of phone companies.114 The authorities
highlighted people that matched the profile they had created of a potential terrorist: all Muslim males
between 18 and 40 who come from certain Islamic countries and are current or former students. Over
30,000 individuals in the databases matched the search criteria. Their identities were then crosschecked against a database of two to three hundred thousand individuals certified to work in certain
sensitive professions, such as pilots, airport workers or those dealing with nuclear energy or hazardous
waste. The exercise failed to uncover any terrorist suspects and led to no charges being brought in
relation to terrorist offences.

after which much of the programme was
phased out. It is thought that up to 5,000 individuals were temporarily detained under the
programme and over 13,000 people deported
for visa violations, but no one was charged
with terrorism or terrorist affiliations.115

Similarly, in the USA in September 2002, the
government implemented a ‘special registration’ programme targeting people ‘deemed to
be a risk to national security’. Individuals fitting the following profile were required to register with US immigration authorities and be
fingerprinted, photographed, interviewed and
submit to routine reporting: males of 16 and
over from a list of over 20 countries with large
Muslim populations. Almost 83,000 people
living in the USA had registered by June 2003,

As of December 2016, French security services
had carried out almost 4,300 police raids on
homes and mosques and placed over 600 people under house arrest. However, this resulted
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innocent individuals who are subject to the
use of police powers to stop-and-search or raid
their property, feel humiliated and resentful
when they believe that their ethnicity is the
main reason they have been singled out. Individuals also report that they come to distrust
the police and feel alienated and marginalised
from their community and the nation. A further consequence appears to be an increase
in discrimination and hate crime from the
general public (which is often under-reported
because of a lack of trust in police) that academics suggest results in part because racial
profiling appears to legitimise discrimination
by private individuals. This reflects the experience of members of Muslim communities
targeted by security services in the USA, UK,
and more recently Belgium and France. The
destruction of trust in the authorities makes
individuals less likely to cooperate with security services, for example by reporting suspicious
behaviour or coming forward as a witness. The
increased marginalisation and perception that
the police cannot be relied on to protect their
communities against discrimination and hate
crime further compounds feelings of injustice
and alienation from the nation, which plays a
role in radicalisation, discussed below.122

in no prosecutions for terrorism charges.116
While there have been prosecutions, it seems
that a large proportion of these are for ‘apologising for/praising terrorism’, which would be
legally protected as free speech in some jurisdictions.117 Because of the low level of success,
the fact that emergency legislation does not
require police to provide objective evidence
of suspicion as a condition for obtaining a
warrant, and the fact that all those subject to
raids were Muslims or people of Muslim appearance, the authorities have been criticised
for basing their decisions on flimsy evidence
(such as anonymous tip-offs from neighbours)
and ethnicity.118
Profiling based on ethnicity is ineffective as
a counter-terrorism tool because individuals
involved with violent extremism related to
Al-Qaeda and ‘Islamic State’ belong to a wide
variety of nationalities and ethnicities – including increasing numbers of (white) Western
converts.119 Research suggests that Western
converts are actually far more likely to resort
to violent extremism than those brought up
Muslim.120 Ethnic profiling can actually create
a blind spot for security services because they
focus their resources on individuals belonging
to the suspect ethnicity. Once recruiters and
attackers become aware that the authorities
are singling out certain ethnic minorities, they
adapt their behaviour to avoid detection – for
example, by choosing attackers from a different ethnicity.121

As noted, obliging the security services to base
their decisions on objective evidence, such as
suspicious behaviour, can significantly reduce
the number of innocent people targeted by
intrusive law enforcement measures. In addition, this means that law enforcement officers
will always be in a position to give a reasonable explanation to individuals as to why they
have been subject to police powers. Research
shows that when security services explain to

As well as wasting police resources and diverting attention away from potential perpetrators,
ethnic profiling is likely to be counter-productive in the long run. It is well documented that
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individuals why they have been targeted, inform them of how to make a complaint and
treat them in a respectful manner, then they
are much less likely to have negative feelings
about their encounter with police.123
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Part III: What solutions should civil society
organisations promote?
This final section will outline measures that
have proven effective in combating terrorism
and which also either promote human rights
standards, or can be calibrated to interfere
with rights in a proportionate manner.

with individual privacy, it can be justified in
the interests of preventing crime and protecting public safety as long as safeguards exist to
prevent abuse of these powers.125
Second, police use of stop-and-search powers,
border checks or raids on homes and other
properties should also be based on objective
evidence rather than on the basis of ethnic profiling. In the context of stop-and-search powers, security services could copy successful use
in the USA, Spain and the UK of behavioural
profiling, including the introduction of ‘stop’
forms, training, monitoring the use of preventive powers for patterns of discrimination,
and ensuring that the ethnic diversity of the
national population is reflected in the diversity
of security service personnel.126 This would not
only improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of the security services – and thereby improve
public safety – it would also remove a current
source of mistrust and resentment towards the
authorities (and one that contributes towards
discrimination and hate crime which further
alienates Muslims). In relation to the use of
raids, security services should be required to
prove the necessity of these measures to an authorising judge. This would help to reduce the
number of innocent civilians targeted by these
measures, which, again, constitutes a source of
mistrust and resentment towards the security
services and the state, a factor that increases
vulnerability to radicalisation. In addition,
when the security services use these powers,
they should try to minimise the damage,

III.A: Invest in methods of intelligencegathering that make us safer
Rather than wasting public money on equipment and analysts for mass surveillance,
governments should invest in methods of collecting intelligence that have proven effective.
First, governments should increase the capacity of security services to carry out targeted
surveillance of individuals whom they have
reason to suspect of involvement with terrorism. As discussed above, in most cases security
services have already been aware of individuals
who have gone on to commit terrorist attacks.
In these cases, resource constraints or poor
communications within or between security
services have prevented the authorities from
stopping attacks. Put otherwise, the security
services are doing their jobs, but they require
more resources – including more staff – and
improvements in how they share information.
If governments also introduce measures to cut
off the flow of people who are radicalised into
violent extremism (discussed below), the number of individuals that the security services
have to place under targeted surveillance will
also drop in the long term.124 Although targeted surveillance constitutes an interference
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mants (sometimes against their will) from
among the community, creating a network of
local ‘spies’ who feed information to the police.
Although this can generate intelligence for
the security services, it also creates mistrust
of the authorities and risks marginalising the
community, which actually leads to less cooperation and information flowing between the
community and the police in the long run.

trauma and humiliation involved by explaining their actions, using proportionate force
and being as respectful as the circumstances
permit. These measures will ensure that in the
long run, the number of innocent targets is
minimised, and that when an innocent person
is targeted, their trust in and respect for the
police is not damaged – which will help to
facilitate cooperation with security services in
the future, including for the purpose of gathering intelligence.

Rather, the model preferred by researchers
and advocated here is based on a mutually
beneficial partnership between the police and
the community. The community helps to determine what priorities police should address
locally, becomes involved in policing (e.g.
through neighbourhood watch programmes)
and maintains a regular dialogue with local
police. At a less formal level, police officers are
expected to be present physically in the communities and become involved in community
life. This should facilitate the emergence of
genuine personal relationships and friendships
and result in greater attention being paid to
communities’ day-to-day concerns, like petty
crime or anti-social behaviour. Research suggests that this method of policing builds trust
and then information flows voluntarily and
organically from the community.132 In essence,
this is simply sensible policing, which should
be applied universally and not just focused on
particular communities as a counter-terrorism
tool. If this tool is only applied to Muslim
communities (as has been the case in the USA
and the UK), this can lead to mistrust and
suspicion, which can undermine its effectiveness.133

Third, governments should invest in the single
most important source of information for security services: the general public, who routinely
report suspicious activities to the police.127 The
failure of French and Belgian security services
to predict and prevent attacks in 2015 and
2016 has been in part blamed on their failure
to build relations with local communities, on
whom police forces normally rely for information.128 Conversely, police forces in a number of
countries, particularly the USA and UK, have
implemented models of ‘community-oriented’
or ‘community-based’ policing.129 Although
originally used to address high levels of crime
among particular communities, it has now
been adapted for use as a counter-terrorism
measure in communities with high concentrations of Muslims. Research suggests that, if
used as a trust-building measure, it can be an
effective means of gathering intelligence and
preventing marginalisation.130
The research broadly identifies two models of
community-based policing. Some countries
adopt a mix of these.131 The community-targeted model is a top-down approach according
to which security services try to recruit infor-
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their services to regain public trust.136 In reaction to this, some governments are considering
making end-to-end encryption impossible by
obliging communications service providers to
give the authorities encryption keys (known
as a ‘backdoor’) so that they can decode information that these devices hold.137 This is
because security services argue that terrorists
can prevent them from monitoring their communications and plan their attacks in secret by
using encryption.

III.B: Self-help measures to protect privacy
If governments cannot be persuaded to refrain
from carrying out mass surveillance, a partial
answer may lie in the use of encryption.
[Encryption]
Encryption describes the process by which information, such as an email or credit card payment
details, is made unrecognisable or scrambled
when it passes over the internet.134 Once the
information reaches the intended recipient, for
example a bank, or a friend’s email address or
phone, it is decrypted or decoded. This allows the
recipient to read its contents. The information is
decoded using an electronic key. This key can be
held by the communications service provider, or
it can be held on the devices of the individuals
concerned – such as a telephone or computer.

There are three problems with this argument.
First, it is far from clear that encryption is a
key tool through which terrorists avoid detection. For example, despite original speculation
to the contrary,138 during the Paris attacks,
the perpetrators used non-encrypted mobile
phones to communicate with each other.139
Second, even if communications service providers give backdoors to the security services,
terrorists and criminals can still create their
own encryption software or use software created in a country that has not made encryption
illegal, for which the security services would
not have backdoors. Furthermore, terrorists
can (and still do) use older ways of communicating like couriers or code words in unprotected communications like text messages.140

The most secure form of encryption is ‘end-toend encryption’. With end-to-end encryption,
the electronic keys that can decode emails or other information are stored only on the recipient’s
phone or computer. This means that only the recipient’s device can read this information. That
is, the communications service providers – and
the governments that obtain information from
them – cannot decode this information.

Third, communications service providers
and experts in the field agree that building
backdoors for security services is dangerous
because it is likely that terrorists and criminals
would be able to steal the encryption keys and
use the same backdoors. This would mean that
internet services that rely on encryption, such

It has emerged recently that some communications service providers have cooperated with
government mass surveillance programmes by
providing customer data.135 Several of these
businesses have introduced encryption into
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as banking or payment systems or health insurance records, are no longer safe.141

III.C: Reduce vulnerability to radicalisation
As noted, in an effort to identify terrorists
before they are known to security services,
the authorities try to predict, by constructing
terrorist profiles, whom to target and investigate. However, research (even by security
services)147 repeatedly confirms that it is not
possible to draw up a profile of the ‘average’ terrorist. Among the violent extremists
studied by various researchers, there is little
consistency in levels of education, degree of
religiosity, nationality, family situation, social
background or past criminality. Increasingly,
those involved in violent extremism include
women, (white) converts and those in their
teenage years (including children).148

It should also be noted that encryption does
not disarm security services. The authorities
can still use targeted surveillance (like bugging), or hack directly into the computer or
phone of the target to read their communications once they have been decrypted or to
obtain the encryption key.142
Although encryption can help protect privacy
by hiding the content of communications, it
does not tend to hide metadata.143 By itself,
therefore, encryption is not enough to counter
mass surveillance. Ultimately, this means that
the public will have to take steps to protect
themselves from security services by using
encryption software to conceal the contents of
their communications, and other tools to anonymise their use of the internet and protect
their metadata. It seems that most individuals,
however, do not know about the existence of
privacy tools or how to use them.144 To that
end, the population should be educated about
and encouraged to use privacy tools. NGOs
have been carrying out these activities.145
However, NGOs should continue their efforts
to press companies in the communications field
to embed easy-to-use privacy tools into their
software and equipment. This would reduce
the amount of information these companies
collect in the first place, and hence how much
information the security services are able to
obtain.146 It will be difficult to better protect
privacy until the general public becomes more
aware of privacy tools and these tools are made
much easier to use.

[Radicalisation]
The term ‘radicalisation’ may be problematic in
itself because it lacks precise meaning and has
been used to describe potentially conflicting explanations of why individuals turn to violence
in pursuit of ideological goals. Broadly speaking, the phrase describes the process through
which an individual embraces an ideology that
justifies violence. The most commonly used understanding of ‘radicalisation’ refers to the final
stages of indoctrination and emphasizes the role
of the given ideology, such as a radical, inaccurate interpretation of Islam. A broader notion of
the concept puts greater emphasis on contextual
factors, such as social inequality, and sees ideology (religious, political or other) merely as a
tool that helps to justify a break with generally
accepted morality. This paper uses the broader
notion of the term.149
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vulnerable to radicalisation, as well as the different stages of the radicalisation process. Put
otherwise, it is impossible to predict who will
become radicalised into violent extremism, but
we do know what factors increase the likelihood of it happening.151 The present section
concentrates on the phenomenon of ‘home
grown’ radicalisation among people already
settled in Europe and draws predominantly
on two studies that review existing research
on the issue.152

Authorities have also tried to identify the
process through which individuals become
radicalised into violent extremism that leads
to terrorism.150 Again, research shows that it
is not possible to create a model that will allow
the authorities to predict which individuals
will radicalise, nor which, among those who
are radicalised, will move from being non-violent radicals to violent radicals that engage
in terrorism. However, it has been possible
to identify the factors that make individuals

The stages of radicalisation
The research shows that certain factors make individuals more vulnerable to radicalisation. To sum
up: first, a sense of anger over an injustice which prompts an individual to question the existing
order; second, a crisis of identity or purpose; third, the first two factors combine to create a ‘cognitive
opening’ making the individual receptive to a new radicalising narrative; fourth, joining a network
or group where individuals undergo mutual radicalisation usually under the supervision of a mentor
or recruiter. The following paragraphs will explain these factors and how they fit together in greater
detail.

fairness towards others in the same group, for
example: a perception that Muslims in Europe
are living in relative deprivation (high rates
of unemployment, petty crime, segregation,
low levels of educational achievement, poor
access to services) compared to the majority
population.153 A recurrent and powerful driver
of resentment stems from the foreign policy
of Western countries, which is perceived to
be, first, directly attacking Muslims through
military campaigns, especially in the Middle
East, and second, collaborating with repressive

Researchers have found that those who turn
to violent extremism have experienced intense
feelings of frustration and anger over an unjust
or unfair situation, which causes individuals to
question and want to change the existing social and political order. This can be rooted in a
personal experience, for example: experiencing
discrimination or hate crime; having one’s social mobility blocked by being unable to get a
job, or get a job commensurate to one’s skills or
qualifications. Anger and frustration can also
be rooted in an individual’s perception of un-
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governments. The poor treatment of refugees
and migrants in many European countries
is also regarded as another source of anger
and frustration on which recruiters can capitalise.154 It appears that most frequently, the
perceived foreign and domestic victimisation
of Muslims combine to exert a strong sense of
outrage. This can also combine with a crisis
of identity and belonging (religious, national
or inter-generational) or purpose (due to lack
of education or employment) that is reported
sometimes among Muslim youth.

by Western powers in the Middle East, and
then abandoned to socio-economic stagnation,
discrimination, violence, suspicion and police
harassment at home. Using a ready-made,
well-structured meta-narrative based on selective and twisted interpretations of holy texts,
mentors or recruiters then explain these injustices in absolutist terms, as a conflict between
Islam and a morally bankrupt Judeo-Christian
West. Radicalisation gives individuals a purpose (to fight for Islam), an identity (a jihadi)
and a new family (fellow fighters).

It is inaccurate to say unemployment, discrimination, or foreign policies that violate
or support violations of human rights cause
individuals to become terrorists in a simple
causal process. While many Muslims perceive
these injustices, only a tiny fraction become
radicalised and an even smaller number turn
to violence. Rather, what these factors do is to
make it more likely for people to question the
current social, economic and political order.
These factors can also make it more likely for
identity crises to emerge, especially among
youth, who do not wish to identify with their
parents, but who are also less likely to identify
with a country that seems to have turned its
back on them and is attacking Muslims worldwide.

Research also tends to agree that the stage at
which individuals embrace extremism and later (perhaps) violence usually occurs in groups
and networks. These could be groups based on
friendship, family or without pre-existing ties,
and they could be physical or virtual. As the
group isolates itself from the rest of society,
the group’s moral and ethical boundaries shift
and members mutually radicalise each other,
often under the supervision of a recruiter or
mentor. There are various explanations of
how members of the group jump from being
non-violent to violent extremists, including
a personal catalyst event, such as a personal
experience of hate crime.
Experts agree that it is impossible to find
a direct causal link between any one of the
factors mentioned and radicalisation into violent extremism. Research – not only of jihadi
Salafist terrorism but also terrorist groups in
Italy, Germany, Northern Ireland and rightwing skinhead youth – suggests that the ideology itself is the least important of the all the
factors discussed that may lead an individual
to embrace violent extremism.155 Furthermore,

The research suggests that the above factors
combine to create some individuals who are
angry and without a strong sense of identity,
and that this leads to a ‘cognitive opening’
that is exploited by recruiters. A recruiter or
mentor is able to explain the current social
and political order as one where Muslims are
violently repressed, subjugated and humiliated
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different factors have different impacts, depending on an individual’s circumstances. For
example, some violent extremists are well educated, and these individuals often find their
way into leadership positions or in operational
roles in terrorist organisations where skill and
intelligence is required to carry out complicated
missions. University education may have been
a factor in their radicalisation, either because
this was the forum where individuals formed
networks, or because it became a source of anger and frustration when individuals were not
able to have the job or standard of living that
an education should have opened to them,156
or (some suggest) because of an individual’s
choice of degree.157 Similarly, relative deprivation, neighbourhoods with high crime rates or
poor services and communal facilities and high
unemployment rates can become a factor in
radicalisation because they support the narrative that Muslims are victims of discrimination
and that the state has abandoned them. This
can be a source of frustration and anger. But
researchers also point out that these conditions
create an environment where young people are
bored, isolated and without a sense of purpose,
which increases the appeal of extremist material on the internet in which recruiters promise
status and adventure. Muslims in full-time
employment or full-time education also seem
more likely to have a stronger sense of national
identity than Muslims who are not.158 Finally,
to the extent that socio-economic inequality
contributes to criminal offending,159 it increases the likelihood that individuals will
spend time in prison, which is an increasingly
important venue for radicalisation and the creation of jihadi networks.160

Governments have taken some steps to interrupt or reverse the end stages of the process of
radicalisation, such as trying to stop the spread
of indoctrinating material over the internet,
challenging radical jihadi ideology, apprehending recruiters or implementing deradicalisation programmes.161 But these measures
target the very last stages of radicalisation into
violent extremism. They are aimed at disrupting the ability of the radicalising narrative
to exploit a ‘cognitive opening’. And this
cognitive opening was created by perceived
injustices, frustration and lack of identity and
purpose. These measures also target the least
important of all the elements that may drive
an individual towards violent extremism: the
ideology.162 There are two problems with this
approach. First, to spot individuals who may
be radicalising, the authorities need to apply
intense scrutiny to Muslim communities. This
in turn exacerbates feelings of mistrust and
marginalisation that help make individuals
vulnerable to radicalisation. The UK’s ‘Prevent’ strategy has been repeatedly criticised
on these grounds.163 Second, governments are
concentrating their efforts countering a specific extremist ideology rather than taking steps
that could help to counter terrorism from all
sources, including extreme left and right wing
and separatist.164
In contrast, governments are doing very little
to address the prior broader problems that
create resentment, marginalisation and alienation in the first place. If governments were to
implement their human rights obligations to
promote racial equality, punish discrimination
and hate crime, improve access to education
and (non segregated) housing and take proper
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account of their human rights obligations in
foreign policy,165 this would reduce the likelihood that individuals would be vulnerable to
radicalisation to begin with.166 This is not to
say that radicalisation would stop – there will
always be individuals who can be persuaded to
pursue violence. But by implementing human
rights standards, governments will reduce the
flow of new recruits, leaving the security services with a more manageable task.
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Conclusions
measures to disrupt and reverse radicalisation
would deliver long-term sustainable security.

There is no inherent conflict between security
and human rights. Governments have chosen
to implement counter-terrorism measures that
violate human rights standards because these
offer voters the illusion of safety and the reassurance of strong, decisive leadership. But
mass surveillance and ethnic profiling are
making European countries more vulnerable
to attack by misdirecting the resources of
security services and undermining intelligence-gathering. Mass surveillance is also
undermining democratic accountability and
social innovation, which makes it more difficult for opinion-shapers and the public to
influence and question the laws and policies
the authorities choose to put in place. Longer-term failings to give human rights adequate importance as a goal of foreign policy
and to promote racial equality and economic
and social inclusion for minorities at home
have helped create an environment conducive
to radicalisation into violent extremism. Security services have failed to prevent attacks
because they have not had enough resources or
efficient methods of working that would allow
them to carry out targeted surveillance and act
on concrete intelligence. For our governments
to make us safer, they must therefore properly
resource law enforcement agencies to carry out
targeted surveillance (with appropriate judicial
and parliamentary oversight), invest in community-oriented policing and abandon ethnic
profiling in favour of behavioural profiling.
Combining these measures with policies to
promote equality and inclusion for minorities, an ethical foreign policy, and existing

This is not to say that the resolution to the
purported tension between human rights and
security is to co-opt human rights tools into
counter-terrorism strategies. The argument
made by the paper was not that human rights
are valuable just because they are useful to
combat terrorism. Rather, the paper has argued that if governments were to implement
their human rights obligations, this would
minimise the occurrence of threats to security
and allow threats that do emerge to be dealt
with more effectively. Put otherwise, human
rights keep us safe.
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